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• Why Railroads should be an important
focus of Emergency response:

– Operating environment
– Products carried
– Isolated and remote rights of way
– Few employees and facilities locally
– Physics of railroading – wrecks
– Constantly changing flow of traffic



The modern railroad

State of the art locomotive cab



The modern railroad

BNSF operations center, Fort Worth, TX, railroads are moving more traffic than ever



Operating Environment

• Railroading is a big
business in more
ways than one

• When trains leave
the tracks or
infrastructure fails, it
can often mean a
BIG problem due to
the sheer size of the
vehicles involved



Bridge failure - CSX
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by rail include a who’s who of deadly shipments:

•Chlorine
•Ammonia
•Nuclear material
•Weapons

Rail shipments of chlorine, 
ammonia and other 
Poisonous  or flammable 
hazardous materials
 jumped nationally by
 63 percent
 from 1997 to 2002*.

Railroads are 
common carriers 
and cannot refuse
these loads or charge 
exorbitant rates to 
carry them.

Products Carried

* Federal Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Census Bureau



Railroading is, relatively speaking,
a safe way to ship

• Railroads carry 64% of the hazardous materials in the US
• Railroads carry 1.7 million hazmat shipments per year
• 100,000 of those shipments were chemicals that are a

danger to inhale
• In 2006 there were 1,536 rail accidents involving hazmat.
• Between 1994 and 2005 14 deaths were attributable to

chemicals released in rail crashes

Source:  Federal Railroad Administration



About 95% of rail related deaths are due to trespassing
and grade crossing collisions

Copyright and courtesy of: Gundoc



The physics of a rolling train and a series of 70 ton cars
leaving the tracks can result in significant danger

Copyright and courtesy of: Brock Johnson



…….leaving a community and the railroad up a creek with
a long term clean up on their hands



When there’s a rail problem,
it can be BIG problem

• The amount and type of product involved is often worse
than trucking.

• Dealing with an incident can involve difficult
emergency response

• And require costly evacuations and relocation
• By one industry estimate, a ruptured chlorine tank car

could threaten up to 12 million people within a 14 mile
radius covering north Jersey, Manhattan and beyond

• A rail accident is much more likely to occur from human
error or mechanical failure than from terrorism.



this disastrous fire and explosion took place when a train full of bombs caught fire 
       and rolled into a crowded railroad freight yard in Roseville, California

Constantly Changing Flow of Traffic



•5,500 buildings damaged
•Heavy damage over a mile from
site
•350 people injured
•169 freight cars destroyed
• RR yard destroyed

Roseville disaster summary



Ground zero, Roseville Yard, April 1973



Aftermath of Roseville

• Happened again a month later in Arizona
on the same RR

• Transportation Safety Act passed 1974
– Brought numerous regulations of various

agencies into one publication
– Placed responsibility for shipping hazmat on

shippers, carriers, receivers
• Better and more effective training to

implement the new regulations



How Do We Handle RR
Emergencies Now?

• Train crew calls Dispatcher
• Dispatcher calls 911
• Public calls 911
• Public calls RR emergency #
• RR contacts outside help –

– i.e. Chemtrec, Local community, State,
FAA, Coast Guard, Military etc.



Railroad Dispatcher
Union Pacific RR



Sometimes an event in the community threatens the
railroad – BNSF train stopped in Cajon Pass by a brush fire



Biggest challenges - process
• RR’s so focused on solving its own problem it

can forget to stay in touch with community or
pay attention to emergency responders

• RR’s isolation from communities can make it
difficult to work together

• Community so focused on solving the problem
they forget the railroad

• Community lack of understanding of how RR’s
work
– Terminology
– Operating environment
– How to work with railroads in an emergency



Biggest challenges - technical
• Radio/telephone communication
• Tracking dangerous railcars
• Sabotage - ensuring that high value targets are

protected
• Ensuring that RR track and car maintenance is

done effectively and frequently
• Ensuring that cars carrying hazmat are up to

date
– Per the NTSB, more than half the nation’s tank cars

carrying Hazmat were built before 1989 and are not
built to current industry standards and are more likely
to rupture after derailing.



911 Issues
• 911 operators haven’t

traditionally been given the
benefit of being trained on
how railroads work

– Amtrak Arizona wreck 1995
• 39 calls to 911
• But 911 dispatched response to a

highway mile marker on I-10

– Amtrak Alabama wreck 1993
• 911 took 26 minutes to identify

the location



Emergency Response Issues

• Potential lack of familiarity with railroad
operations and equipment
– Expect a train anytime, trains have priority

• Potential lack of ability to communicate
with railroads
– Radio issues
– Cell phone reliability
– Terminology





Railroad Issues
• Per 49 CFR 239 railroads are required to have

and follow a passenger train emergency
preparedness plan

• Although there are federal requirements related
to the movement of hazmat, there are currently
no requirements to have a freight rail emergency
preparedness plan

• RR’s do it anyway
• But sometimes RR’s don’t notify 911 when they

should



What’s being done now?

• Operational
– Operation Lifesaver - RR Safety for

Emergency Responders – voluntary program
– Some training for rail events underway

• Technical
– Improved car tracking with GPS
– Improved cars – more resistant to rupture



Training for a Grade Crossing Emergency



What needs to be done
• Process

– RR training for emergency responders should be
mandatory and funded

– RR training for 911 operators should be mandatory
and funded

– Railroad employees should undergo mandatory
training in how and when to deal with emergency
responders and community emergency management

– Training should focus on the most likely events and
the most dangerous events

– Put the right people in the right jobs, you can’t train for
everything



What needs to be done

• Technical
– Investigate and develop better communication

tools
– Require and Fund enhanced track and car

inspection by the FRA and the railroads
– Fund the enhanced ability to track rail cars
– Fund improvements to rail car safety



Not your average AA fuel dragster
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And you say you thought the bridge
was how high?



“We will deliver” …..but it might take a little
longer than we thought



When it all comes together
Railroading can be a beautiful thing
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Contact info:

• Joe Welsh, transportation planner/right of
way manager, City of Auburn:
jwelsh@auburnwa.gov

• Tom White, senior rail operations
specialist, Transit Safety Management Inc:
taw@vtd.net



Resources

• http://www.fra.dot.gov/us/home
• http://www.fra.dot.gov/us/content/3
• http://www.oli.org/
• http://www.oli.org/training/emergency_responders.htm

• http://www.chemtrec.com/Chemtrec/



Disclaimer

• The opinions expressed in this presentation represent
those of the presenters and not of any agency,
jurisdiction or company.


